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1. Set up an account with a username, this will always start with @. Try to make it as relatable to you 

as possible so that patients can find you easily e.g. @examplesurgery  

2. Create your profile: upload a picture, for businesses this is often their logo. This will be shown next 

to your username every time you tweet; you also need to select a background image for your 

profile page, for example a photo of all your staff or your practice building.  

3. Write a short, snappy sentence about who you are, add a link to your website and your location. 

This means that when someone finds you, they’ll instantly see all the important facts.  

4. You can “subscribe” to other peoples tweets, which will be shown on your homepage. This is 

known as following and other people can follow you.  

5. Engage in conversation with people by writing @username. To see what people are saying to you, 

simple click the @ icon at the top of your homepage. for example: ‘@examplepractice what are 

your new opening times?’  

6. Direct messages or DMs (private messages) can be sent between two people who follow each 

other. Just click on the envelope icon to see any messages you might have.  

7. Retweet. If you like what someone else has posted and want to share it with your followers, you 

can repost it by clicking “retweet” which is shown underneath every tweet.  

8. Favourite (or favorite if you’re American like Twitter!) is something you can do to show that you like 

a tweet. It is also a way of saving the tweet; particularly useful if you want to remember a pieces of 

information or a link that someone has poster. Your favourites are on the left hand side of your 

profile.  

9. Use hashtags to link to similar tweets. You could hashtag geographical locations, or events, e.g. 

#NHSevent, to increase the chances of your tweet being seen. It also allows everyone to keep track 

of discussions. An especially popular and important hashtag that was used this year was 

#SaveOurNHS!  

10. When you have new tweets to read, new interactions or direct messages, the icon at the top of the 

page will glow blue. So remember to keep an eye out! 

 

 

 


